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$30,000 Community Foundation Grant Awarded to  
Bring Free Tax Assistance to Low-Income Families through AIC/CAUW 

  
LANSING – Asset Independence Coalition (AIC) and Capital Area United Way (CAUW) are proud 
recipients of a $30,000 impact grant awarded by Our Community Foundation to allow the AIC 
to provide free tax preparation services to low- and moderate-income families in five 
underserved communities in the tri-county region. 

In rural and other underserved communities, a great need exists for no-cost tax preparation 
assistance among families. AIC executes the only Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) 
program in the tri-county region of Clinton, Eaton and Ingham counties. With little public 
transportation options in rural communities and a long commute to AIC’s office in Lansing, 
accessing this vital service is cumbersome for many without suitable private transportation. 

In addition, these families are often targeted by expensive tax preparation chains. For families 
living either in poverty or who are just one unexpected auto repair or medical bill from poverty, 
the money returned to households and saved through the free VITA program is significant. Last 
year alone, more than $5.4 million dollars was returned to local households through VITA. 
Households that earn $54,000 or less are eligible for VITA. 

“Tax season is incredibly important to low-income families who are able to use their returns to 
catch up on delinquent bills or put aside some money for savings,” said CAUW President Teresa 
Kmetz. “This grant allows us to bring free tax preparation to those who need it most.” 

With the impact grant, AIC will use technology to create VITA drop-off sites in five underserved 
communities: St. John’s, Eaton Rapids, Elsie, Mason and Charlotte. Trained volunteers at each 
center will review and accept a client’s documents and upload them to a secured server for tax 
preparation volunteers located at AIC’s Lansing office. The client will receive their tax returns 
electronically a week later.  

As a result of these new drop-off centers, AIC expects to return an estimated $960,000 in 
economic benefit to the community, an average of $1,500 per return.  

“Thanks to Our Community Foundation and our hundreds of dedicated volunteers, we expect 
350 rural low-income households in the tri-county area will now have access to free tax 
preparation, and as a result extra money to put away,” said AIC’s Executive Director David 
Reyes. 
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